64:                    KNOWING AND BEING-.             [chap- IV.
ae giving rise to a world of empirical experience, necessary and useful
>r practical life ; the other leading to philosophic and. spirit/rial
ligh.tenment.1
The key to the correct reading of the Veddnta consists in the re"
gnition of tilis two-fold path, which, has its sanction, in the Vedas.
represents the stages in the evolution of tlie consciousness of man.
It is undisputed that man in the early stages of his development
ews himself and the object world as self-subsisting and independent
Aities, with sharp and. clear distinctions in forms in which separa-
sn and isolation are th.e order of things. Everything observable
the world appears as being the effect of an antecedent cause ; all
)jects in it appear as occupying space; all events occurring in it
)pear as taking place in time. But in a fu.rth.er stage of develop-
ent, man finds that these relations of Cause and Effect, Space and
me, are relations which the mind itself makes, for its own purposes,
A which fall within itself, and that they are true only for itself.
iey are forms in which, the mind perceives th.e so-called objective
)rid, which, independent of it and apart from it, has no existence-.^
5 reality to the mind is only to the extent that it is presented to tlio
axd within itself, and by laws peculiar to itself.   This reality is
med phenomenal or dependent reality, which, both. Western and
dian idealists equally assert.
It is a mistake to suppose that Indian Admitins condemn this reality-
illusory, in tlie sense of a positive blank or absolute nothing.  ojol
^ contrary, they have, again and, again, emphasised its necessity
3. usefulness for practical life. No man in Ms daily life can well
gleet the body in which his Self is, so to speak, encased; lie i^
and to maiixtam himself and work out the role of his earthly exist;—
ce. No man can, with.o'at injury to himself, ignore the environ—
ait in whicli he finds himself placed, or discard his social and otixey
ations and, the duties they impose on him. A personality, and
at a knowing personality, with all the appliances which Nature
,s tiiro.ish.ed., is absolutely necessary to man for his onward progress——
fceU.ectu.al, social, moral and religious. Without it his own evo-
fcion and, development and ultimate self-realisation, which is his
1 i^-o10)?- alld Max Malws Note on ' Msind. Up. IV, 36.
in S. B. E. Vol. I, pp. 314-316.

